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Abstract 
The functional basis of life history adaptation is a key topic of research in life his-
tory evolution. Studies of wing polymorphism in the cricket Gryllus firmus have 
played a prominent role in this field. However, prior in-depth investigations of 
morph specialization have primarily focused on a single hormone, juvenile hor-
mone, and a single aspect of intermediary metabolism, the fatty-acid biosynthetic 
component of lipid metabolism. Moreover, the role of diurnal variation in life his-
tory adaptation in G. firmus has been understudied, as is the case for organisms in 
general. Here, we identify genes whose expression differs consistently between the 
morphs independent of time-of-day during early adulthood, as well as genes that 
exhibit a strong pattern of morph-specific diurnal expression. We find strong, con-
sistent, morph-specific differences in the expression of genes involved in endocrine 
regulation, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, and immunity – in particular, in the 
expression of an insulin-like-peptide precursor gene and genes involved in triglyc-
eride production. We also find that the flight-capable morph exhibited a substan-
tially greater number of genes exhibiting diurnal change in gene expression com-
pared with the flightless morph, correlated with the greater circadian change in 
the hemolymph juvenile titer in the dispersing morph. In fact, diurnal differences 
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in expression within the dispersing morph at different times of the day were sig-
nificantly greater in magnitude than differences between dispersing and flightless 
morphs at the same time-of-day. These results provide important baseline informa-
tion regarding the potential role of variable gene expression on life history special-
ization in morphs of G. firmus, and the first information on genetically-variable, di-
urnal change in gene expression, associated with a key life history polymorphism. 
These results also suggest the existence of prominent morph-specific circadian dif-
ferences in gene expression in G. firmus, possibly caused by the morph-specific cir-
cadian rhythm in the juvenile hormone titer. 

Keywords: Wing polymorphism, Morph-specific gene expression, Circadian rhythm, 
Life history, Insulin-like peptide, Juvenile hormone  

1. Introduction 

For decades, the functional (physiological, biochemical, molecular) ba-
sis of life history adaptation has been a central topic of research on life 
history evolution (Stearns, 1992; Zera and Harshman, 2001; Harshman 
and Zera, 2007; Flatt and Heyland, 2011). However, despite consider-
able study, only the basic outlines are known for many key aspects of 
this topic, such as the mechanisms responsible for allocation trade-
offs that contribute to life-history trade-offs, and the endocrine regu-
lation of life history specialization (see above references). Moreover, 
other important aspects of life history adaptation, such as the role of 
diurnal (daily-rhythmic) expression of life-history traits and the genes 
that contribute to them, remain virtually unstudied (Zera et al., 2017). 

Wing polymorphism in insects has figured prominently in func-
tional studies of life history adaptation. The polymorphism, which 
consists of a flight-capable and one or more flightless morphs that 
trade-off aspects of flight (production of wings, flight muscles, flight 
fuels; flight per se) for reproductive output, is a phylogenetically wide-
spread adaptation of central importance in insects (Harrison, 1980; 
Hardie and Lees, 1985; Roff, 1986; Zera and Denno, 1997; Guerra, 
2011; Zera and Harshman, 2001, 2009, 2011; Zera and Brisson, 2012). 
Extensive biochemical and physiological studies in Gryllus crickets 
have provided among the most detailed information on modifications 
of intermediary (e.g., lipid, amino-acid) metabolism and endocrine 
regulation that underlie life history specialization during adulthood 
(Table 1). However, endocrine and biochemical studies undertaken 
to date in Gryllus, while detailed, have primarily focused on one im-
portant hormone, juvenile hormone (JH), and on a few pathways of 
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metabolism. Numerous other hormones, metabolic regulators, and 
enzymes of intermediary metabolism likely contribute significantly 
to life history adaptation, but have yet to be investigated in Gryllus.    

The endocrine regulation of life history trait expression in adult 
Gryllus morphs has recently become an especially intriguing topic 
of investigation. Since the 1960s, a widely held view has been that 
the insect hormone JH is a major regulator of morphological and life 
history differences between morphs of species exhibiting wing poly-
morphism, as well as other important polymorphisms/polyphenisms 
(Nijhout, 1994; Zera and Denno, 1997). However, recent detailed en-
docrine studies have called this hypothesis into question in Gryllus. 
The blood concentration of JH is now known to exhibit a dramatic 
circadian rhythm (> 10-fold change over several hours) in the dis-
persing morph of G. firmus, rising above and falling below the rela-
tively constant titer in the flightless morph during the first week of 

Table 1. Morphological, physiological and life-history differences among the flight-capable [(LW(f)], the obligate flightless (SW) 
and the plastic-flightless [LW(h)] morphs of G. firmus during adulthood.

 Morph    

Trait LW(f)  SW  LW(h)1 References

Wings  Fully developed  Short  Fully developed  Zera et al., 1997

Flight muscles  Fully developed; Underdeveloped;  Histolyzed;  Zera and Denno, 1997; 
 functional non-functional  nonfunctional Zera et al., 1997

Capable of flight  Yes  No  No  Zera et al., 1997

Ovarian mass (day 5)  Small  Large (ca. 3–4-fold  Large – same  Zera et al., 1997;  
  greater than LW (f)) as SW  Zera and Larsen, 2001; 
    Zera, 2005

Lipid levels  High  Low  Low  Zera and Larsen, 2001;  
    Zera, 2005

Lipid biosynthesis  High  Low  Low  Zhao and Zera, 2002;  
    Zera, 2005; Zera and
    Harshman, 2009, 2011

Ovarian protein biosynthesis  Low  High  High  Zera and Zhao, 2006

Amplitude of JH titer cycle  Large  Small  Small  Zhao and Zera, 2004;  
    Zera et al., 2007; Zera, 2016

Blood ecdysteroid level  Low  High  High  Zera and Bottsford, 2001;   
   Zera et al., 2007

1. The LW(h) morph is derived from the LW(f) morph by histolysis of flight muscles. Starting on day 3 of adulthood, an increasing frequency of 
LW(f) individuals are converted to the LW(h) morph as crickets age (Zera et al. 1997).
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adulthood (Zhao and Zera, 2004; Zera et al., 2007, 2017; Fig. 1). JH is 
now thought to play a more specialized role regulating traits involved 
in morph-dependent diurnal dispersal (exclusively at night; Zera et 
al., 2007, 2017; see Section 4). Other as yet unidentified hormones are 
expected to play a more important role than JH as regulators of traits 
that differ chronically (consistently over days without daily cycles) be-
tween the morphs, such as ovarian growth and lipid biosynthesis. The 
identity of the hormonal regulators of these “chronic” traits is now a 
central unresolved issue in life history endocrinology in Gryllus. 

The documentation of the morph-specific JH titer circadian cycle 
in adult G. firmus has also made this species a useful empirical model 
to investigate diurnal/circadian aspects of life history adaptation. The 
majority of traits exhibit circadian rhythms or diurnal change (i.e., 
daily change which may be regulated by an endogenous circadian clock 
or exogenous environment variables) (Dunlap et al., 2004), and are 
thus expected to play an important role in life history adaptation (Zera 
et al., 2007, 2017). However, with some notable exceptions (Connor 
and Gracey, 2011; Beaver et al., 2002; Goodspeed et al., 2012; Hemond 

Fig. 1. Sampling schedule for RNA-seq and qRT-PCR experiments relative to the 
morph-specific JH titer circadian rhythm in flight-capable [LW(f)] and flightless 
(SW) morphs of G. firmus. Two arrows on day 5 (molt to adulthood= day 0) indicate 
the time of day that fat bodies were taken from LW(f) and SW morphs for transcrip-
tome profiling (RNA-Seq). Samples for qRT-PCR measurement of transcript abun-
dance on day 5 (same time as samples taken for RNA-Seq) and day 6 were taken 
at the time-of-day denoted by the four red or blue arrows. In addition (not shown 
above), samples for qRT-PCR developmental profiles (see Fig. 5) were taken on day 
1 of adulthood. Dark bar=scotophase (lights-off); white bar=photophase (lights on). 
JH titer data are from Zhao and Zera (2004).  
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and Vollmer, 2015), the extent and significance of daily cycles of life 
history traits and their physiological underpinnings remain under-
studied. This is particularly the case for intraspecific variation in diel 
change, especially in a life history context, which has only been stud-
ied thus far with respect to the morph-dependent, genetically-based 
circadian rhythm for the hemolymph JH titer in G. firmus (Zera et al., 
2007). Because JH, and hormones in general, regulate the expression 
of numerous genes in organisms (Goodman and Cousson, 2012; Jindra 
et al., 2013), morph-specific daily rhythms in the expression of func-
tionally-important genes might be common in G. firmus. 

Recent global studies of gene expression have provided an enor-
mous amount of new information on the functional causes of life his-
tory adaptation that can be used for subsequent, more detailed hy-
pothesis testing (St-Cyr et al., 2008; Wheat et al., 2011; Savolainen et 
al., 2013; Jones et al., 2015; Kvist et al., 2015). We recently used RNA-
Seq to construct a de novo flight muscle and fat body transcriptome 
for G. firmus (Vellichirammal et al., 2014). We then used this tran-
scriptome to identify genes differing in transcript abundance between 
these organs and between the morphs of this species. However, be-
cause of restricted sampling (one time point, one pair of dispersing 
and flightless stocks), only limited conclusions could be drawn regard-
ing the generality of chronic morph differences in gene expression, 
and no information was available on diel change in gene expression 
in the study of Vellichirammal et al. (2014) 

The present study had two main goals. The first was to document 
morph-specific developmental profiles for the expression of genes 
identified previously as potential contributors to chronic life history 
differences between morphs of G. firmus (Vellichirammal et al., 2014). 
We were particularly interested in identifying associations between 
morph-specific patterns of gene expression and ovarian growth, a key 
life history trait that, in turn, is correlated positively or negatively, 
with other important life history traits (e.g., accumulation of somatic 
triglyceride) (see Table 1). A diverse set of genes was studied, includ-
ing those that encode hormones (e.g., insulin-like peptide), compo-
nents of pathways of lipids metabolism not previously investigated 
(e.g., in glyceride biosynthesis), and proteins involved in other func-
tions not previously studied in this dimorphism (e.g., regulators of 
glycolysis, clock function, and immunity). To further determine the 
functional bases of these associations, we also assessed the extent to 
which gene expression profiles changed in concert with the natural 
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transformation of the dispersing morph into a flightless, high fecun-
dity morph during adulthood by flight-muscle histolysis (see Section 
2). The second main goal was to identify the extent to which morphs 
differ in diel change in gene expression and the extent to which these 
changes were correlated with the morph-specific JH titer circadian 
rhythm. Results of the present study provide new information regard-
ing the differential expression of genes of potential functional impor-
tance with respect to life history specialization in morphs of G. firmus, 
especially with regard to endocrine regulation. In addition, the present 
study provides the first information on genetic polymorphism for diel 
change in gene expression, associated with genetic polymorphisms for 
a circadian rhythm in the hemolymph JH titer and life history traits. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Background on G. firmus morphs and artificially-selected 
populations 

Studies were conducted on the flight-capable and two flightless 
morphs of G. firmus, which are common in natural populations of this 
species. The flight-capable morph has fully-developed wings and large 
functional flight muscles [termed LW(f)] while the obligate flightless 
morph has short wings and underdeveloped, non-functional flight 
muscles (termed SW). In addition, like many other wing-polymor-
phic species (Zera and Denno, 1997; Zera et al., 1997), some LW(f) 
individuals spontaneously degenerate their flight muscles, but retain 
their wings during adulthood, producing a different flightless morph 
but with enhanced ovarian growth similar to the SW morph [termed 
LW (h)=long-winged, histolyzed flight muscle (Table 1)]. In addition 
to differences in wing length and flight muscle size and function, the 
flight-capable and flightless morphs differ in numerous physiological, 
biochemical, and endocrine traits related to dispersal and reproduc-
tion (Table 1). The flight-capable LW(f) morph flies exclusively dur-
ing the night (Walker, 1986) and thus G. firmus exhibits morph-de-
pendent diurnal dispersal by flight. The primary focus of the present 
study was comparisons between gene expression in LW(f) and SW fe-
males, with LW(h) examined to a lesser extent. 

The G. firmus morphs used for this study were derived from two 
pairs (blocks, Bks) of large outbred laboratory populations that were 
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founded by individuals collected in the field in the mid-1990s. These ar-
tificially-selected populations are part of a larger selection experiment 
on wing morph (Zera and Larsen, 2001; Zera, 2005; Zera and Harsh-
man, 2009). Each block had been founded by taking a sample from a 
polymorphic base population; one portion of each sample was selec-
tively bred for the LW(f) morph by breeding only LW(f) adults, while 
the other portion was selectively bred for the SW morph by breeding 
only SW adults. For many years, each LW(f) or SW population has con-
sistently produced>90% LW(f) or SW adult females, respectively. All 
lines have been maintained under a 16 light: 8 dark photoregime, at 
26–28 °C and were fed a standard laboratory diet. These populations 
are the same as those investigated previously in numerous biochemical 
and physiological studies of morph adaptation (e.g., Zera and Larsen, 
2001; Zhao and Zera, 2002; Zera and Zhao, 2003, 2006; reviewed in 
Zera and Harshman 2009, 2011; see Table 1). The RNA-Seq study was 
conducted on block-2 (Bk-2) LW(f) and SW populations, while the qRT-
PCR studies were conducted on Bk-2 and Bk-1 populations. 

2.2. Differential expression analysis 

2.2.1. RNA-Seq 
We used RNA-Seq to quantify differences in global expression be-

tween morphs of G. firmus during two time points on day 5 of adult-
hood. This day was chosen for expression profiling since previous 
studies indicated large differences in ovarian growth and interme-
diary metabolism between the two morphs at this age (Zera, 2005; 
Zera and Harshman, 2009). Fat body samples from two time points, 
early (three to four hours after lights on, the ‘AM’ sample) and late 
in the photophase (within two hours prior to lights off, the ‘PM’ sam-
ple), were collected (see Fig. 1). These two time points were selected 
to test the hypothesis that gene expression profiles exhibited morph-
specific diel patterns of variation that paralleled previously reported 
morph-specific circadian change in the hemolymph JH titer (Fig. 1), 
as opposed to exhibiting temporally-constant differences between the 
morphs. Three biological replicates per time point per morph were 
collected, with each replicate consisting of fat body dissected and flash 
frozen from a single female. cDNA libraries were constructed and se-
quenced on an Illumina Genome analyzer II flow cell, and the reads 
obtained were aligned to a de novo transcriptome (for detailed meth-
ods, see Vellichirammal et al., 2014). After alignment, read counts 
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were exported to DESeq2 for differential expression analysis (Love et 
al., 2014). Only transcripts with an average read count greater than 
eight per sample across all samples were included in the analysis in 
order to focus on reasonably abundant transcripts. A transcript was 
considered differentially expressed if its false discovery rate (FDR) 
corrected p-value was ≤0.05 using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure 
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). A preliminary analysis of morph dif-
ferences in gene expression, not separated into AM and PM samples, 
was reported in Vellichirammal et al., 2014. 

2.2.2. qRT-PCR 
Nine genes were selected to more intensively investigate patterns 

of chronic (i.e. temporally-invariant) and diel gene expression differ-
ences between morphs. Fat bodies of each morph from Bk-2 popula-
tions (the same populations used in the RNA-Seq analysis, but differ-
ent fat body samples) and Bk-1 populations (not previously studied) 
were collected on the first day of adulthood (day 1, day of molt=day 
0; AM sample only) and during the AM and PM of each of two days (5 
and 6) of adulthood (Fig. 1). We chose genes that exhibited strong dif-
ferences in expression between the morphs independent of time of day 
in the preliminary RNA-Seq study. These included an endocrine reg-
ulator (ILP, insulin-like peptide), genes involved in lipid metabolism 
(GPAT, glycerophosphate acyltransferase; GPDH glycerophosphate de-
hydrogenase), and a gene involved in immunity (LEC, lectin-related 
protein). These genes were chosen to characterize morph differences 
in gene expression that potentially contributed to chronic morph ad-
aptation (e.g., non-cycle morph differences in ovarian growth, lipid 
biosynthesis, etc.). Second, we chose genes that exhibited large diel 
(daily) change in expression on the one day of adulthood studied in 
the pilot RNA-Seq study (4–9 fold change between AM and PM sam-
ples: MAPK, Mitogen activated protein kinase; ACE, angiotensinogen 
converting enzyme; TIM, timeless; GLUC, glucose dehydrogenase; and 
PFK-2/FBP- 2; phosphofructokinase-2/fructose bisphosphatase-2). 
This was done to identify (1) morph-specific diel cycles in expression 
over several days of adulthood, (2) the consistency of gene-expression 
cycling profiles across multiple artificially-selected populations, and 
(3) the extent to which morph-specific diel cycles in gene expression 
paralleled morph-specific cycles of hemolymph JH titer. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the sampling schedule for the qRT-PCR study 
(days 1, 5 and 6) relative to the RNA-Seq study (day 5 only) and to the 
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JH titer changes. Four biological replicates were collected per time 
point, with each replicate consisting of fat body from a single female. 
RNA was isolated from fat body using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen). 
Extracted RNA was then DNase (Ambion) treated and converted to 
cDNA using random hexamer primers (Invitrogen) and Superscript II 
reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, Inc.). Primers were designed 
using Primer3Plus (Untergasser et al., 2007) (Supplementary Table 
S1). qRT-PCR reactions were performed on a Real-Time PCR system 
7500 (Applied Biosystems) using SYBR green PCR master mix (Ap-
plied Biosystems). Actin was selected as the reference gene based on 
our previous use of this gene and its stability across experiments (Vel-
lichirammal et al., 2014). Each biological replicate was measured with 
two technical replicates and fold change was calculated using the 2−

ΔΔCT method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). 

2.3. Characterizing gene expression cycling 

Expression of a gene was considered to exhibit a daily cycle if it met 
two criteria: (1) mean expression reversed direction during each con-
secutive sampling period (e.g., an increase from day 5 AM to day 5 PM, 
followed by a decrease to day 6AM and an increase to day 6PM; or the 
opposite pattern on each day), and (2) at least a 1.3-fold change in ex-
pression from AM to PM samples on each of days 5 and 6. The latter 
requirement was used to eliminate genes that exhibited very weak 
cycles. Subsequent X2 tests were used to determine whether or not 
morphs differed in the proportion of cycling genes. To insure that the 
difference between morphs with regard to the proportion of cycling 
genes was not a spurious consequence of the specific fold-change in 
expression used to define a cycling gene, additional tests were con-
ducted using more or less stringent criteria to define cyclicity. The 
more stringent definition required the same pattern of change de-
scribed above plus a greater fold change in expression (1.5 fold) during 
each of days five and six. The less stringent definition only required 
that expression changed by the patterns described above, without 
any requirement of a minimum fold-change in expression. Results of 
statistical analyses were very similar using any of the three defini-
tions of cyclicity (see Section 3). A one-tailed X2 test was used to de-
termine whether the number of cycling genes differed between the 
morphs. This test was one-tailed based on the a priori expectation that 
the number of cycling genes would be greater in the LW(f) compared 
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with the SW morph. Justification for this expectation was the prior 
observation that a significantly greater number of genes of the LW(f) 
morph compared to the SW morph exhibited diel change on one day 
of adulthood measured in the RNA-Seq experiment, undertaken prior 
to the qRT-PCR study (see Section 3). 

3. Results 

3.1. Morph and time-of-day differences in gene expression de-
termined by RNA-Seq on different times of one day (day-5) of 
adulthood 

We identified 10,777 genes, each of which was expressed in fat body 
from both LW(f) and SW morphs in both AM and PM time points of 
day 5 of adulthood. When these 10,777 genes were subjected to dif-
ferential expression analysis, 3.0% (n=325; AM sample) and 4.9% 
(n=531; PM sample) differed in expression between the LW(f) and SW 
morphs at the same time of day (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). A 
much greater number of genes (20.1%; n=2166 transcripts) differed 
significantly in abundance between the two time points in either or 
both morphs (Fig. 2; Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). Of these, some 
transcripts exhibited significant daily change from AM to PM in both 
LW(f) and SW morphs (n=416, 3.9%; Fig. 2; Supplementary Tables 
S6 and S7). More importantly, other transcripts changed significantly 
during the day in a morph-specific manner: A substantially greater 
percentage of genes exhibited diel change in expression in the LW(f) 
morph (14.2%; n=1535) compared with the SW morph (2%, n=215) 
(Results of X2 test: P < 0.0005; Fig. 2; Supplementary Tables S4 and 
S5). This was also the case when the analysis was restricted to genes 
exhibiting larger-fold changes in gene expression: greater than 2.5 
fold change in expression (LW(f), n=500; SW, n=206; P < 0.0001), 
or greater than 4-fold change (LW(f), n=143, SW, n=12; P < 0.0001). 

Not only was diel change in gene expression much greater for the 
LW(f) morph compared with the SW morph, the number of genes 
whose transcript abundance differed temporally in the LW(f) morph 
was significantly greater than the number of genes whose transcript 
abundance differed between the LW(f) and SW morphs at the same 
time of day. This was the case whether comparisons were made be-
tween LW(f)-AM versus LW(f)-PM samples (1951 genes exhibiting diel 
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Fig. 2. Panel A. Number of transcripts whose expression differed between LW(f) 
and SW female morphs at the same time of day compared with the number differing 
between the same female morph (LW(f) or SW) at different times of the same day. 
The sun symbol denotes the “AM sample” taken within 2 h after lights on, while the 
moon symbol indicates the “PM sample” taken within 2 h before lights off. Expres-
sion of the same 10,777 genes were measured in each morph and time point on day 
5 of adulthood. Thickness of lines denote the relative number of gene expression 
differences which were much greater between the same morph at different times 
of day (especially the LW(f) morph) compared with different morphs at the same 
time of day. Panel B. Top: Overlap in gene expression differences between the same 
morph at different times of day. Bottom: Overlap in gene expression differences be-
tween different morphs at the same time of day. Numbers indicate genes with dif-
ferential expression. See Section 3 for statistical analyses of these data.  
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change) and LW (f) versus SW transcripts measured early in the pho-
tophase (AM samples: 325 genes differing between morphs; Results of 
X2 test: P < 0.0001) or late in the photophase (PM samples: 531 gene 
differences; Results of X2 test: P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2; Supplementary Ta-
bles S2–S5). Although of lesser magnitude than for the LW(f) morph, 
the number of genes whose transcript abundance changed during the 
day in the SW morph (n=531; Fig. 2) was also significantly greater 
than the number of genes that differed between LW(f) and SW morphs 
at the same time of day (Results of X2 test: P < 0.0001, AM sample; P 
< 0.003 PM sample). In other words, daily (diel) variation in gene ex-
pression within a morph was significantly greater than variation in 
expression between morphs at a particular time of day. 

3.2. Morph-specific differences in daily cycles of gene expression 
over a two-day period measured by qRT-PCR 

The diurnal change in gene expression within a morph between two 
time points on one day (day-5) of adulthood, measured by RNA-Seq, 
while consistent with a daily cycle in expression, could also result 
from a non-cyclic temporal change, such as a continuous increase or 
decrease in expression over several days. To more accurately deter-
mine the extent to which gene expression exhibits daily cycles, tem-
poral patterns of gene expression for a diverse set of nine genes were 
quantified in more detail by qRT-PCR on an independent set of fat 
body samples measured at two time points per day (early and late 
in the photophase), in each of two days (days 5 and 6), in LW(f) and 
SW populations of two blocks (Bk-1 and Bk-2, see Section 2 and Table 
2). As noted above, five genes were examined because of their previ-
ously observed diel variation (Fig. 3) and four genes because of their 
morph differences (Fig. 4). 

A significantly greater number of genes exhibited a daily cycle in 
gene expression during days 5 and 6 of adulthood in the LW(f) morph 
(11 of 18; 9 genes scored in each of 2 blocks for each morph), com-
pared with the SW morph (4 of 18; Table 2; Figs. 3-4; X2 test: P=0.009, 
one-tailed test). Similar results were observed when the less strin-
gent criteria [LW(f): 13 of 18 genes cycling, SW: 6 of 18 genes cycling; 
X2 test: P < 0.01], or more stringent criteria were used [LW(f): 8 of 
18 cycling genes, SW: 2 of 18 cycling genes; X2 test: P < 0.015; Table 
S8] to characterize cyclicity (see Section 2). For several genes (TIM, 
PFK-2/ FBP-2, and ILP), parallel cycles were observed in both LW(f) 
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populations (Figs. 3 and 4), while, at most, parallel patterns were ob-
served for only one gene (ACE) in both SW populations, and the am-
plitude of cycling for ACE in SW populations was very low (Fig. 3). In 
no case did any gene exhibit more prominent cycling in the SW com-
pared to the LW (f) lines, with the possible exception of LEC (Fig. 4). 
In short, the more detailed gene expression studies in multiple LW(f) 
and SW lines over a two-day period were largely consistent with the 
RNA-Seq experiment, conducted on one pair of LW(f) and SW lines 
on one day of adulthood, with respect to showing that daily change 
or daily cycling in gene expression occurred more commonly in the 
LW(f) compared with the SW morph. 

Finally, the existence of daily cycling in gene expression over the 
two-day period was positively associated with degree of change in ex-
pression on day 5 measured in the RNA-Seq study. For the 6 genes that 
exhibited 2-fold or greater change in diel expression (Table 2), each 
exhibited significant cycling in both LW(f) lines or both SW lines, with 

Table 2. Genes investigated by qRT-PCR for daily cyclic pattern of gene expression in LW (f) and SW G. firmus.

   Exhibits daily cycle (on both
   days 5 and 6) measured by
    qRT-PCR?

  Type of daily change Bk-1   Bk-2

Gene  Function in RNASeq on day 5 LW(f)  SW  LW(f)  SW

Genes exhibiting high fold change (> 2.5-fold) in expression on day 5 of adulthood as measured by RNA-Seq

MAPK1  Intracellular regulator  8.8-fold higher2: am, LW(f) N3  N  Y  N
ACE  Hormone regulator  7.0-fold higher: pm, SW N  Y  Y  Y
TIM  Clock gene  6.6-fold higher: pm, LW(f) Y  Y  Y  N
GLU  Immunity  6.5-fold higher: am, SW Y  N  Y  Y
PFK-2/FBP-2 Regulator of glycolysis/gluconeogenesis 4.2-fold higher: am, LW(f) Y  N  Y  N
ILP  Hormonal regulator  2.6-fold higher: am, SW Y  N  Y  N
  
Genes exhibiting low fold change (< 2.5 fold) in expression on day 5 of adulthood as measured by RNA-Seq

GPDH  Enzyme of glyceride biosynthesis 1.9-fold higher: am, LW(f) N  N  N  N
GPAT  Enzyme of glyceride biosynthesis 1.5 fold higher: pm, LW(f) N  N  N  N
LEC  Immunity  No significant temporal change N  N  Y  N

1 Gene abbreviations (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5): MAPK=Mitogen activated protein kinase, ACE=angiotensinogen con-
verting enzyme, TIM=timeless, GLU: glucose dehydrogenase, PFK-2/FBP-2=phosphofructokinase-2/fructose bisphospha-
tase-2, ILP=insulin like precursor peptide, GPDH=glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, GPAT=glycerol-3-phosphate acyl-
transferase, LEC=lectin related protein.

2 In all cases except for LEC temporal change on day 5 in the RNA-Seq study was statistically significant.
3 Letters refer to whether gene expression was characterized as cyclic or noncyclic (see Section 2; Y=yes; N=no). The num-

ber of genes exhibiting a daily cycle was significantly greater in the LW(f) morph (11 yes, 7 no) compared to the SW morph 
(4 yes, 14 no; P < 0.01, X2 test). In addition, the number of genes exhibiting a daily cycle was significant greater for genes 
exhibiting>2.5-fold change in expression in the RNA-seq study (14 yes, 10 no) compared with genes exhibiting less than 2.5-
fold change in expression in RNA-Seq (1 yes, 11 no; P < 0.02, X2 test). See Section 2 and Section 3 for additional information 
on statistical analyses.
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the exception of MAPK (but which did show significant diel change in 
Bk-2 LW(f) individuals). By contrast, nearly all of the genes that ex-
hibited< 2-fold diel change in gene expression in the RNA-Seq study 
did not exhibit cycling in gene expression over days 5 and 6 in any 
selected population when measured by qRT-PCR (Table 2). The dif-
ference in the proportion of genes that exhibited a daily cycle in ex-
pression for these two classes was statistically significant (X2-test, P 
< 0.03; see legend of Table 2). 

3.3. Chronic (temporally-constant) differences in gene expression 
among flight-capable and flightless morphs of G. firmus mea-
sured by qRT-PCR 

To investigate potentially chronic differences between the morphs 
throughout adulthood, gene expression data were pooled for the AM 
and PM time points across the two blocks for each morph for days 5 
and 6 of adulthood; gene expression on day 1 was also included in the 
analysis (Fig. 5). Expression data for GLUC (full name for each gene 
studied is given in the footnote of Table 2) were not pooled across 
blocks because rank-order profiles for the morphs were in the oppo-
site direction in the two blocks (see Fig. 3). With the exception of TIM, 
expression was low and equivalent for both morphs at the beginning 

Fig. 3. Expression profiles of genes in LW(f) and SW morphs of G. firmus during 
early and late portions of the photophase of days 5 and 6 of adulthood. Values on the 
x-axis refers to time intervals of days 5 and 6 of adulthood, and the periods of time 
when lights were on (open rectangles) or off (closed rectangles). 5.0=midnight of 
day 5, and 5.5=noon of day 5, with corresponding values for day 6. Lights were off 
from midnight to 8 am, and fat body for gene expression was removed 1–2 h after 
lights on and 1–2 h before lights off, the same times-of-day that JH titers were pre-
viously measured [see Fig. 1, Zhao and Zera (2004), and Zera and Zhao (2008)]. Al-
though not shown for the other panels of Fig. 3 and panels of Fig. 4, lights-on and 
lights-off occurred at the same time of day as the top two panels of Fig. 3. Genes in 
this figure exhibited large (> 2 fold) change in diel (daily) expression on day 5 in 
Bk-2 LW (f) and SW populations in the prior RNA-seq study. Note the greater num-
ber of genes that exhibit daily cycles in expression (1) in LW (f) compared with SW 
populations and (2) compared to genes in Fig. 4 which exhibited small or no diel 
change in expression in the prior RNA-Seq study. See Table 3 and Section 3 for char-
acterization of cyclicity of individual genes and statistical analyses.  
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Fig. 4. Expression profiles of genes in LW(f) and SW morphs of G. firmus during 
early and late portions of the photophase of days 5 and 6 of adulthood. Genes in 
this figure exhibited small (< 2 fold) or no change in diel (daily) expression on day 
5 in Bk-2 LW(f) and SW populations in the prior RNA-seq study. Note the smaller 
number of genes that exhibit daily cycles in expression compared to genes in Fig. 
3 which exhibited larger (> 2 fold) diel change in expression in the prior RNA-Seq 
study. See Table 3 and Section 3 for characterization of cyclicity of individual genes 
and statistical analyses. 
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(day 1) of adulthood (Fig. 5; P > 0.4 for each gene except for TIM (P 
< 0.05)). Gene expression rose and diverged, often substantially, be-
tween the LW(f) and SW morphs on days 5 and 6 of adulthood (results 
of t-tests: P < 0.005 for each gene except for PFK-2/FBP-2 (P=0.242). 

Morph-specific patterns of gene expression closely paralleled the 
morph-specific pattern of ovarian growth, a key life history trait that 
differs between the morphs. Ovarian mass was identical at the adult 
molt (P > 0.3, t-test) and increased to a much greater degree in the 

Fig. 5. “Chronic” (consistent, independent of block and time-of-day) differences in 
gene expression and ovarian mass among the flight capable [LW(f)], obligate flight-
less [SW] and plastic flightless [LW(h)] morphs of Gryllus firmus during adulthood. 
The LW(h) morph is produced from the LW(f) morph, starting on day 3 of adult-
hood, and thus no data are available for the LW(h) morph on day 1. See Section 3 
for statistical analyses. Values are means ± SEM based on 45 LW(f), 47 SW and 7 
LW(h). See Table 1 for morph characteristics and Table 3 for full names of genes. 
To facilitate comparisons of “chronic” differences among morphs expression data 
was pooled across the two blocks times-of-day and blocks. Se Figs. 3 and 4 for ex-
pression data for individual blocks and times-of-day.   
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flightless SW compared to the LW(f) morph (P < 0.005, t-test). In 
some cases, morph-specific gene expression positively co-varied with 
ovarian growth (e.g., ILP and ovarian growth were both substantially 
higher in SW compared with LW(f) females), while in other cases ex-
pression negatively co-varied with ovarian mass (e.g., GPDH and GPAT 
were higher and ovarian growth was lower in LW(f) compared with 
SW females (Fig. 5)). 

Finally, the developmental profiles of gene expression of the “plas-
tic” flightless morph [LW(h)], which is produced from the dispersing 
LW(f) morph during adulthood (see Section 2), closely paralleled the 
profiles of gene expression found in the other (“obligate”) flightless 
SW morph. The only exceptions were TIM on day 5 and PFK-2/FBP-2 
on day 6 (Fig. 5). In all cases, except for TIM (P=.21), gene expression 
for the LW(h) morph differed significantly from the LW(f) morph (P < 
0.05. t-tests), and in all cases, except for MAPK (P=0.03), gene expres-
sion did not differ between the two flightless morphs (P > 0.4; P=0.08 
for PFK-2/FBP-2). Thus, in nearly all cases, when the dispersing LW(f) 
morph was transformed into the flightless LW(h) morph during early 
adulthood, expression profiles of most genes also changed from the 
pattern seen in the LW(f) morph to that of the flightless SW morph. 

For 6 of 8 genes, strong parallel gene expression differences be-
tween the LW(f) and SW lines were observed across the two blocks 
(MAPK, GPDH, GPAT, ILP, ACE, LEC; Figs. 3 and 4), which is consis-
tent with these differences being genetic (i.e., indirect responses to 
direct selection on morph type). Gene expression profiles for GLU 
and PFK-2/FBP-2 differed from this general pattern. For GLU, as 
mentioned previously, developmental profiles differed between the 
morphs, but in opposite directions in the two blocks: expression was 
higher in the LW(f) than in the SW morph in block-1, but lower in 
block-2 (Fig. 3). For PFK-2/FBP- 2, consistent chronic gene expres-
sion differences between LW(f) and SW morphs were not observed 
between the blocks (Fig. 3).  

3.4. Gene expression correlations 

Correlations between transcript abundance for the nine genes and 
ovarian mass in the three morphs on days 5 and 6 of adulthood were 
estimated to ascertain the potential existence of functional relation-
ships (Table 3). ILP exhibited the highest number of significant cor-
relations (5), while GLUC-DH and PFK/FBP exhibited no significant 
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correlations. The following notable correlations were observed: Tran-
script abundance of GPAT and GPDH, two genes in the glyceride path-
way, were positively correlated with each other and with ACE, a hor-
monal regulator. LEC was significantly positively correlated with the 
hormonal regulator, ILP, and the clock gene, TIM. Finally, the hor-
monal regulator ILP was positively correlated with TIM, negatively 
correlated with GPAT, and negatively correlated with MAPK. As is ev-
ident in Fig. 5, ovarian mass was positively correlated with the ex-
pression of LEC and ILP, and negatively correlated with ACE, GPAT, 
GPDH, and MAPK. The potential functional significance of these cor-
relations is discussed below. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Chronic developmental differences in gene expression be-
tween adult morphs 

Previous functional studies of morph differences in G. firmus related 
to aspects of dispersal, life-history, and development primarily fo-
cused on one aspect of intermediary metabolism, the fatty acid bio-
synthetic portion of lipid metabolism, and one hormone, JH (Table 1). 
In addition, these studies almost exclusively focused on morph-spe-
cific differences in protein function (e.g., enzyme activity) and aspects 
of systemic physiology (blood hormone levels, whole-organism lipid 
biosynthesis), with few molecular studies. The transcriptome study 

Table 3. Correlations between transcript abundance of nine genes and ovarian weight in G. firmus.

Gene ACE LEC ILP TIM GPAT GLUC GPDH MAPK PFK-2/FBP-2

ACE –
LEC −0.201 –
ILP −0.324 0.392 –
TIM 0.016 0.493 0.472 –
GPAT 0.794 −0.273 −0.446 −0.032 –
GLUC −0.004 −0.094 0.213 0.001 −0.106 –
GPDH 0.416 −0.292 −0.373 −0.009 0.639 −0.030 –
MAPK 0.376 −0.297 −0.398 −0.323 0.413 −0.154 0.329 –
PFK-2/FBP-2 −0.100 0.123 0.190 0.036 −0.088 0.174 0.175 O.185
OV-WT −0.383 0.545 0.448 0.300 −0.463 0.105 −0.467 −0.454 0.096

Correlations were estimated on pooled data for LW(f), LW(h) and SW morphs from Bk-1 and Bk-2 on days 5 and 6 of adulthood. N=80; 
Bold values are significant (P < 0.05, p values were corrected for experiment-wise error). 
OV-WT=ovarian weight scaled to body weight. See Table 3 for full names of genes.
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of Vellichirammal et al. (2014) and the present study provide a wealth 
of new information on a functionally diverse set of genes that differ 
chronically in expression between the morphs, and which potentially 
contributes to chronic life history differences between the morphs. 

Adult developmental profiles of most of the nine genes examined 
in detail here strongly co-varied with morph-specific developmental 
profiles of ovarian growth (Fig. 5), consistent with these genes con-
tributing to morph differences in ovarian growth or correlated life 
history traits (lipid or fatty acid biosynthesis; discussed in more de-
tail below). Parallel, rank-order differences in chronic gene expres-
sion between LW(f) and SW lines of both blocks for six of nine genes 
(Figs. 3 and 4) are consistent with these morph differences in gene 
expression being genetic. 

The importance of morph differences in chronic gene expression is 
strengthened by the results of the morph-transformation study (Fig. 
5). As noted previously, the flightless LW(h) morph is generated from 
the LW(f) morph during adulthood by histolysis of the flight mus-
cles. This “plastic flightless” LW(h) morph exhibits many traits that 
are much more similar to the “obligate flightless” (SW) morph, which 
never attains flight capability, than to the dispersing (LW(f)) morph 
from which the LW(f) morph is derived, most notably enhanced ovar-
ian growth and reduced lipid production (Table 1). In the flightless 
LW(h) morph, adult patterns of ovarian growth and gene expression 
are both shifted from those seen in the dispersing LW(f) morph to 
those seen in the obligate flightless SW morph (Fig. 5). 

These results on “chronic” (consistent over several days indepen-
dent of time of day) morph differences in gene expression on days 5–6 
of adulthood are especially important given the recent uncertainties 
regarding the endocrine regulation of “chronic” morph-specific traits 
on those days in G. firmus by JH (see Introduction and below). Of par-
ticular note was the chronically elevated expression of the ILP gene 
in the SW morph. Elevated ILP expression in the SW morph strongly 
parallels the substantially elevated ovarian growth and substantially 
reduced expression of GPDH and GAPT (involved in lipid biosynthe-
sis, see below) in that morph (Fig. 5; Table 3). The homolog of the G. 
firmus ILP gene exhibits an analogous phase-specific pattern of ex-
pression in the locust S. gregaria: ILP expression is much higher in 
the gregarious phase, which exhibits enhanced ovarian growth, rela-
tive to the solitary phase (Badisco et al., 2008). RNAi knockdown of 
this gene in the gregarious phase of S. gregaria substantially reduces 
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ovarian growth, suggesting that modulation of expression of ILP is in-
volved in regulation of phase-dependent ovarian growth in this spe-
cies (Badisco et al., 2011). Furthermore, in other insect species, re-
duced ILP is associated with increased accumulation of triglyceride 
(Tatar et al., 2001; Broughton et al., 2005; Sim and Denlinger, 2013). 
In G. firmus, ILP expression was also strongly correlated with expres-
sion of MAPK (Table 3), a key growth-regulating pathway that inter-
acts with the insulin signaling pathway (Nijhout and Callier, 2013; Ba-
disco et al., 2013), and MAPK expression also differed substantially 
between the morphs (Figs. 3 and 5). These data collectively suggest 
that ILP, possibly acting through MAPK, may play an important role 
regulating the trade-off (i.e., the negative association) between ovar-
ian growth and triglyceride production in flight-capable [LW(f)] and 
flightless morphs [SW and LW(h)], by simultaneously enhancing ovar-
ian growth and down-regulating genes involved in lipid biosynthesis 
such as GPAT and GPDH. Interestingly, modulation of the expression 
of ILP receptors has been reported to underlie morph induction in a pl-
anthopper (Xue et al., 2015), suggesting that ILP might regulate many 
aspects of wing polymorphism in various insect groups. Although the 
morph-gene expression associations in G. firmus presented here are 
purely statistical, they are important in that they set the stage for de-
tailed functional studies to investigate the endocrine and biochemi-
cal aspects of this key trade off in G. firmus. 

The substantially higher expression of two genes involved in glyc-
eride biosynthesis (GPDH and GPAT; Fig. 5) in LW(f) compared with 
SW or LW(h) is also noteworthy. This finding is consistent with the 
greater rate of triglyceride biosynthesis measured previously in the 
LW (f) morph (Zhao and Zera, 2002; Zera, 2005; Zera et al., 2017). 
More importantly, these results suggest that a different portion of 
the lipid biosynthetic pathway may be a more important contribu-
tor to morph differences in triglyceride production than previously 
suspected. Specifically, two portions of the lipogenic pathway are in-
volved in triglyceride production: The first (de novo fatty acid biosyn-
thesis) produces fatty acid, while the second (glyceride pathway) links 
three fatty acids to a glycerol-phosphate molecule. Previous biochemi-
cal studies of morph-specific lipid biosynthesis focused exclusively on 
enzymes of the fatty acid biosynthetic pathway (Zera and Zhao, 2003; 
Zera, 2005). The present study identified much larger (typically>4–10-
fold) morph differences in expression of two genes involved in glyc-
eride biosynthesis (Figs. 4 and 5) compared to activities of enzymes 
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of fatty acid biosynthesis (< 2 fold difference between morphs (Zera 
and Zhao, 2003; Vellichirammal et al., 2014)). This suggests that evo-
lutionary down-regulation of the glyceride biosynthetic portion of the 
lipogenic pathway may have been especially important in the evolution 
of reduced biosynthesis of triglyceride flight fuel in the SW morph, 
which allowed increased diversion of nutrients to egg production. In 
addition, expression of the neurohormone gene, ACE (angiotensino-
gen-converting enzyme) was much higher in the LW(f) morph (Figs. 
3 and 5), in addition to being highly correlated with GPAT and GPDH 
expression. This suggests that ACE may also be involved in morph-
specific regulation of lipid biosynthesis (see below for additional dis-
cussion of the function of this gene). These results provide the basis 
for future studies of the biochemical basis of morph- adaptation in-
volving genes/enzymes of the glyceride pathway. 

Several other transcriptomic comparisons of flight-capable and 
flightless morphs of wing polymorphic insects (Brisson et al., 2007; 
Yang et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2016) have also identified differential 
expression of genes involved in lipid metabolism and transport. Thus, 
modification of lipid metabolism appears to be an important general 
aspect of morph specialization for wing polymorphic species from di-
verse taxa. A novel aspect of the present study is that differences in 
lipid metabolism can be attributed to a specific organ, fat body, while 
the aphid studies were all conducted RNA extracts of whole bodies or 
body parts (e.g. thorax). A very different set of genes differs in ex-
pression between functional and non-functional flight muscles than 
fat body of the LW(f) and LW(h) morphs of G. firmus (Vellichiram-
mal et al., 2014). 

Finally, LEC, a gene implicated in immunity (Wilson et al., 1999) 
exhibited the highest magnitude difference in expression of the nine 
genes studied (Vellichirammal et al., 2014), typically with>15–50 fold 
higher expression in the flightless SW morph; Fig. 4). This suggests 
that morph-specific differences in immunity, a previously unstudied 
aspect of wing polymorphism in Gryllus may be a particularly impor-
tant aspect of morph adaptation. If so, this would be similar to the 
proposed role of this gene in enhanced immunity in the gregarious 
phase of the desert locust (Badisco et al., 2008), a phenotype similar 
in many aspects to the flightless morph of wing-polymorphic species 
such as Gryllus (Vellichirammal et al., 2014). 
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4.2. Morph differences in daily rhythms of gene expression 

The high-amplitude, morph-specific circadian rhythm for the impor-
tant insect hormone, JH, in the wing-polymorphic cricket G. firmus 
(Zhao and Zera, 2004; Zera et al., 2017; Fig. 1) raised the possibil-
ity that daily rhythms in expression of a variety of genes might ex-
ist in G. firmus. In this and other Gryllus species, flight occurs in a 
morph-specific circadian manner, only in the LW(f) morph, and only 
at night (Walker, 1986). JH co-ordinates many behavioral, neural, and 
metabolic traits, that are related to flight (flight muscle characteris-
tics, flight propensity and duration, flight energetics and metabolic 
preparation for flight) (Rankin, 1978; Pener, 1985; Rankin and Burch-
sted, 1992). Thus, we hypothesized that the JH titer cycle in the LW(f) 
morph of G. firmus potentially co-ordinates the expression of various 
components of cyclic daily flight in that morph, by directly or indi-
rectly influencing gene expression. A first step in testing this hypoth-
esis involved measuring the extent to which morph-specific cycles of 
gene expression correlate with the morph-specific JH titer cycle, an 
important focus of the present study. 

A major finding of the present study was the greater number of 
genes exhibiting either diel (daily) change in expression on one day 
(day-5; Fig. 2, Section 3), or daily cyclic gene expression on multi-
ple days in the LW(f) morph compared to the SW morph of G. firmus 
(Figs. 3 and 4; Table 2) which paralleled the morph-specific JH titer 
circadian rhythm (Fig. 1). Of particular note were the genes PFK-2/
FBP-2, a key regulator of the relative flux through glycolysis vs. glu-
coneogenesis (Pilkis et al., 1995), and ILP. Expression of both of these 
genes cycled in both LW(f) and in neither (SW) artificially-selected 
lines of G. firmus (Figs. 3–4). Thus genetic stocks of G. firmus exhibit 
co-varying genetic polymorphisms for (1) expression of two cycling 
genes, (2) the JH titer circadian rhythm, and (3) morph expression 
(Section 3 and Zera and Zhao, 2009). We know of no other exam-
ple of polymorphic daily rhythms for gene expression within a spe-
cies, let alone daily-rhythmic expression polymorphisms that are as-
sociated with an ecologically important life history polymorphism. In 
other cases, cyclic versus noncyclic patterns of gene expression were 
observed in LW(f) vs. SW lines of one block but not the other (e.g., 
MAPK); in one case anti-parallel cycles were observed in the same 
morph in different blocks (e.g., GLU). 
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The morph-specific patterns of gene expression could be due to 
any number of non-mutually exclusive causes, the most likely of which 
are the direct effect of JH cycling on gene expression, or the action of 
regulators that co-ordinately regulate cycles of JH and expression of 
other genes. A number of studies have reported functional interac-
tions between the JH and ILP (Tatar et al., 2001; Flatt et al., 2005; Tu 
et al., 2005; Wu and Brown, 2006). Thus, the cycling of ILP gene ex-
pression in the LW(f) but not the SW morph (Fig. 3) could be caused 
by morph-specific cycling of the JH titer. Alternatively, the arrow of 
causality could be reversed, with morph-specific cycling of ILP regu-
lating morph-specific cycling of JH. In addition, as mentioned above, 
MAPK is a key downstream component of the insulin signaling path-
way (de Paula et al., 2008; Taniguchi et al., 2006), thus providing a 
functional explanation for the cycling of MAPK in LW(f) but not SW 
morphs of Bk-2 lines. 

A number of other genes that exhibit morph-specific cycles also 
have regulatory functions (e.g., ACE and TIM), and may function to-
gether with JH as regulators of morph-specific circadian traits in G. 
firmus. ACE is a phylogenetically-widespread peptidase that regulates 
neurohormones involved in reproduction and possibly other physi-
ological processes (Issac et al., 1999, 2007). ACE is more highly ex-
pressed in newly founded vs. longer-established populations of the 
Glanville fritillary butterfly, and may regulate differences in the tim-
ing of egg maturation observed between these two population types 
(Wheat et al., 2011). 

While we have clearly identified a set of functionally-important 
genes that exhibit morph-specific patterns of daily cycling, the extent 
to which this set of genes is representative of the transcriptome as a 
whole is unknown at present. The positive association between mod-
erate-high fold change in gene expression measured in the RNA-Seq 
study and the existence of a daily cycle in gene expression measured 
by qRT-PCR (Section 3 and legend of Fig. 3), suggests that a signifi-
cant proportion of the transcriptome may cycle in a morph-specific 
manner. On the other hand, the number of genes sampled was too 
small to definitively extrapolate to the transcriptome as a whole. Fu-
ture, more detailed studies of gene expression in morphs of G. firmus 
will be required to settle this issue. 
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4.3. Importance of investigating daily cycles of gene expression in 
ecological-genomic studies 

The greater number of genes exhibiting daily change in expression 
within a particular morph compared to the number whose expression 
differed between the LW(f) and SW morphs at the same time of day 
(Fig. 2; Section 3) has important implications for current studies of 
molecular adaptation. This suggests that, in G. firmus, diel change in 
gene expression within a single phenotype, the LW(f) or SW morph, 
may be as, or more, prominent a feature of adaptive gene expression 
as differences in gene expression between LW(f) and SW morphs mea-
sured at the same time of day. Phenotypic differences measured at one 
time point have been virtually the entire focus of previous functional 
studies of wing polymorphism in Gryllus (Table 1). Daily change in 
gene expression should be an important general aspect of functional-
genomic studies in natural populations. Although an increasing num-
ber of studies investigate the molecular adaptation in natural popu-
lations (e.g., St-Cyr et al., 2008; Wheat et al., 2011; Savolainen et al., 
2013; Jones et al., 2015; Kvist et al., 2015), the vast majority of these 
studies have not investigated the possible existence of daily rhythms 
in gene expression (for notable recent exceptions see: Connor and 
Gracey, 2011; Goodspeed et al., 2012; Hemond and Vollmer, 2015). 

In conclusion, the present study provides new information on var-
ious molecular aspects of morph adaptation for dispersal (e.g., glyc-
eride biosynthesis) versus reproduction (ILP regulation of ovarian 
growth) in G. firmus. In addition, this study provides some of the first 
information on genetically variable daily rhythms in gene expression, 
and their potential role in life history and endocrine adaptation. These 
data are not only important for the field of life history evolution where 
circadian adaptation has largely been ignored, but also for the field of 
chronobiology where adaptive daily rhythms in gene expression and 
endocrine regulation, especially intraspecific variation in a life-his-
tory context, remain understudied. 

5. Data accessibility 

The raw sequence reads in this study are deposited in NCBI’s Short 
Read Archive (SRA) under BioProject id PRJNA198853, with sample 
identifiers SAMN02058407 to SAMN02058428. 
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